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Challenge 1 – Times tables 
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Challenge 2 – Arithmetic/problem solving 
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Arithmetic answers: 
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Challenge 3 – BIDMAS mastery! 

Challenge A: Can you solve these tricky BIDMAS problems? 
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Challenge B: Can you insert brackets in the right place to make these answers correct? Hint 
– they may not all need brackets. 
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Answers Challenge A: 
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Answers Challenge B: 
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Challenge 4 - English 

Today’s writing task focusses on the fairies in the play.  

Here is some information about fairies in the 16th century: 

• The belief that fairies existed was popular during the 16th century 

• They were linked to evil and they were thought to create chaos 

• They were believed to have supernatural powers and abilities  

• Shakespeare changed the view of fairies by giving them more human characteristics. He may 
have wanted the fairies to be paralleled with the humans in the play.    

• Fairies were linked to the natural world. They were seen as the protectors of the forest.  

• Fairies are generally presented to be mischievous beings who would come out at night to 
play tricks on humans.  

 

 
For today’s mini-invent writing task, please can you begin by creating a mind map about fairies. 
Please can you find at least 7 ideas? 
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Opposite is an extract from the play so you 
can see the type of language the fairies used. 

Can you describe the fairies or one of the 
fairies in the play? Please include what they 
look like, what type of personality traits they 
possess, where they live, who they play tricks 
on and how important they are to the play. 

 

Mini - invent checklist: 
Does your writing make sense and is it 
interesting to read? 
Have you used as many words as you can 
from the vocabulary idea box below? 
Have you described the scene in detail and 
given your readers an image in their mind? 
Can you begin some sentences with a main clause and some with a subordinate clause? Think 
carefully about your comma placement. 
Can you include a relative clause? 
Have you used capital letters, commas and full stops correctly? 
Can you include any additional high quality punctuation : semi-colons, dashes, exclamation marks? 
Have you used a variety of sentence starters - think ISPACE and EdIngLy? 
Have you included a variety of sentence types ( simple, compound and complex)? 
Have you written at least two thirds of a page? 
Vocabulary idea box: 
 
 
 

 

 

 

Idea for how to begin your writing… 

As the cheeky fairies fluttered in to the enchanted forest, they giggled with 
delight at the chaotic scene in-front of them. Peaseblossom was out ahead of 
the rest as she was delighted at the thought of Titania falling in love with 
Bottom! Cobweb followed speedily behind as she too wanted to see what 
mischief had been caused. The forest was still and silent and their wings 
hummed loudly as they sped through the tall, towering trees. A purple and pink 
sky was covering the forest roof and the warm glow shone against their silver, sparkling wings as 
they flew. 

magical                 transparent           tiny           happiness         cheeky 

enchanted                delicately            fluttering         spells       pink glow 

            glowing light            shone                     colourful       lightly floating 

mysterious                fairy       whispering      gliding          giggling     


